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October 31, 2011
New custom-designed wireless control device with keyboard raises the bar for hospitality media in hotels across the

country

CYPRESS, Calif., Oct 31, 2011 (BUSINESS WIRE) --

Universal Electronics Inc. (UEI) (NASDAQ: UEIC), today announced it has been selected by LodgeNet Interactive Corporation (NASDAQ: LNET), the
#1 provider of hospitality services in the U.S., to supply a revolutionary new remote for hotel TV access. The new custom UEI Velocity Remote
Control/Keyboard (RC/KB) unit features a QWERTY keyboard to allow hotel guests to fully interface with a new interactive HDTV platform provided by

LodgeNet, called EnvisionTM.

Hotel televisions have long used customized platforms to allow travelers interactive television access, including pay-per-view movies, video games,
and room service. However, since the late 1980s, most of the focus has been on upgrading traditional services with minor feature improvements with
little thought given to redesigning the medium entirely. Current megatrends in the hotel TV market like the shift to on-demand video and personal
DVRs illustrate the need for a more interactive and connected experience, and this partnership will pave the way for a complete integration of
customized television, Internet, and other interactive services.

The new LodgeNet remote, featuring backlighting, keyboard, and selective button activation determined by the side facing the user, is already
available at the Hilton in Austin, Texas and the W Hotel in San Francisco, California. It is the first remote control available in the market to provide the
features necessary to fully support LodgeNet's new Envision platform.

Based on UEI's Velocity platform, the new LodgeNet controller allows hotel guests to navigate complex user interface menus without the limitations of
standard remote controls. UEI and LodgeNet have signed an agreement to develop and deploy the remote alongside Envision installations.

"UEI is proud to partner with the number one provider of media solutions in the hospitality industry," says Paul Arling, Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, Universal Electronics. "This agreement confirms our leading role in the hospitality market with a uniquely designed product combining a remote
control with a keyboard. UEI's long-standing ability in crafting wireless control solutions tailored to specific user environments will benefit LodgeNet's
customers."

"Interactive HDTV solutions are important to the hotel customers and guests that we serve," says Paul Johnson, Vice President of Product
Management for LodgeNet. "We are delighted to expand the cloud connected applications and entertainment capabilities a customer can access from
the interactive television in their room. UEI has certainly shown an instinct for understanding users' needs and translating those needs into a simple yet
powerful remote control device."

Guests staying at hotels featuring the new Envision system are expected to immediately notice the unique remote control/keyboard combination and
begin exploring the new interface options which will include customized applications for in-room dining orders, spa and gift shop offers, Web
connected applications, local attractions, and weather.

About Universal Electronics

Founded in 1986, Universal Electronics Inc. (UEI) is the global leader in wireless control technology for the connected home. UEI designs, develops,
and delivers innovative solutions that enable consumers to control entertainment devices, digital media, and home systems. The company's broad
portfolio of patented technologies and database of infrared control software have been adopted by many Fortune 500 companies in the consumer
electronics, subscription broadcast, and computing industries. UEI sells and licenses wireless control products through distributors and retailers under
the One For All(R) brand name. For more information visit www.uei.com.

Envision is a trademark of LodgeNet Interactive Corporation.
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